
High Speed Broadband Requirements: 

Below is a Table showing different methods of how we currently use the 0.9 - 1.46 Mbps Broadband we receive 
throughout the home, and our demands for an increased speed. Based on usage in an MK7 postcode.
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Work And 
Communication.

Suggested Speed:
10Mbps
_____________________
Current Speed: 
0.9Mbps

Staying in Touch with the Office, Completing Tasks with Ease.

1.  A/V Video Conference
Multi-Person Video Conferences, or Audio Calls over the internet. 
A Multi Person Video Conference should be able to occur online with no lag, and 
a decent quality picture - sometimes in Video Calls the internet can drop out, not 
respond or lag significantly behind others.

2.  Downloading Documents
Downloading Large Documents, Reports, Summary’s, Chunks of Mail and 
Attachments. This should be done quickly, in order to speed up workflow and get 
work done at a faster rate - this process can take hours sometimes needing to be 
left on overnight.

3.  Transferring Documents
File Transfers between main Office computers and Home computers need to be 
done at a quicker rate in order to stay in touch, a higher Upload speed is required 
to send attachments - currently it can take an awful long time to send 
attachments.

4.  Screen Sharing / Controlling
Sometimes Screen Sharing occurs where upon a low latency and fast connection 
is required in order for both participants to see the same thing at the correct time, 
at the moment, this process is highly laggy.

Leisure and Recreational

Suggested Speed:
40Mbps
_____________________
Current Speed: 
0.9Mbps

Relaxing, Downloading, and Entertainment. 

1. Online Gaming
Downloading Large 5GB+ Games over the internet, using services such as 
‘Steam’, should not take longer than a couple of hours - Currently these must be 
left on over night wasting energy.
Downloading Large 200-800Mb Game, and software updates over the internet, 
should not take more than 15 minutes - Currently these take hours and again 
wastes energy.

2.  High Speed Music Downloads
Downloading Music of services such as iTunes, Albums, Streaming music 
Services such as Spotify, Last.Fm and Pandora, an album of 80 Mb should take 
no longer than a few minutes - currently after buying it takes around half an hour 
for the full album. 

3.  High Speed Movie Downloads / Online streaming Movies
Downloading Movies of services such as iTunes, you shouldn’t have to wait over 
30 minutes to watch a film and no longer than an 1 hour 30 to watch a High 
Definition Movie, HD Movies are currently impossible to watch. Online streaming 
services such as Netfilx and Lovefilm should be able to work, SD Quality 
struggles. 

Software Updates and 
Programs.

Suggested Speed:
20Mbps
_____________________
Current Speed: 
0.9Mbps

Official Software Updates, (Service Packs or Virus Protection Updates)

1. Very Large Update Files.
Downloading regular Software updates for Multiple Desktops, Laptops and 
Mobile Communication Devices, this currently takes an extremely long time with 
many programs outdated. 

2. Large Program Files
Downloading Applications and Programs onto devices can take a long time, 
downloading something basic such as iTunes can take a very long time.



Browsing, and General 
Web Usage. 

Suggested Speed:
5Mbps
_____________________
Current Speed: 
0.9Mbps

Usage of the Internet Browser

1.  General Browsing
Browsing can currently be slow and tedious, especially as a lot of websites now 
have high graphic and media contents, Eg, Flash.

2.  Watching A Brief Clip on the BBC’ Website.
Watching even the lowest quality of clips can take some time, with pausing, 
buffering and lag. 

3.  Watching A Youtube Video in Standard Definition @ 380p
It can currently take a long time to watch a normal video on youtube.

Future Ready

Suggested Speed:
80Mbps
_____________________
Current Speed: 
0.9Mbps

3D / YouTube 4K - None of these are possible with our current 
connection.

1. 3DTV 
For the future 3DTV may require double the stream of a Blu-Ray quality HD 
Movie.

2.  YouTube 4K HD
YouTubes New 4K High Definition Format offers the highest resolution high 
definition video currently available online.

3.  Graphic Design Sharing
High Quality Graphic Transfers using sites such as DeviantArt.com 

Multiple Users.

Suggested Speed:
100Mbps
_____________________
Current Speed: 
0.9Mbps

Increased Loading Times.

1. Extremely Slow
When Multiple users are online, the internet speed is significantly further reduced 
from what small amount we have at the moment.

1Mbps, to be shared between 4 people,
One who is downloading Game Updates, Software updates, Movies and Music,
Another who is downloading documents, and emails, uploading attachments and 
having a video conference.
Another who is Browsing the internet, Streaming Music of Spotify and 
downloading a few songs, with the occasional streamed video.
And another person online gaming in the lounge, whilst the PS3 Has to do a 
‘Necessary’ Update. with it lagging everywhere. 
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